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SAFETY ROPE — WHEN OTHER SYSTEMS FAIL

AUTOMATIC HIGH-VOLUME "WHOA"

BIRD-CAGE MASK & SAFETY GOGGLES

180° REAR VIEW MIRROR

HEAD LIGHTS

PRESCRIPTION SAFETY GOGGLES TO INSURE HORSES GOOD VISION.

GRAB-RAIL

SAFETY SWITCHES & "HOT LINE" TO INSURANCE COMPANY

STEEL-TOED STIRRUPS

SAFETY NET ALL AROUND

4 WHEELS TO KEEP HORSE UPRIGHT IN CASE HE SLIPS — HENCE NOT ENDANGERING THE RIDER.

FLIP-DOWN SUN GLASSES

ROLL BAR

HARD HAT WITH WIDE BRIM & EAR PROTECTORS

Padded-back seat & head restraint

BACK-UP LIGHTS TAIL LIGHTS & DIRECTIONAL LIGHTS

SHOULDER HARNESS

AUTOMATIC, AIR-FILLED CHEST PROTECTOR

MAPS, IF YOU GET LOST & CHECK LIST BEFORE RIDING

BLUE-TAIL FLY REPELLENT

SEAT BELT

SELF-STARTER (ACCESSORY)

KNEE PADS (JUST IN CASE) & QUILTED PANTS

E.P.A. EMISSIONS CONTROL SYSTEM

DUAL CINCH

NON-SKID SPARK S11
How can you be a better safety practitioner?
1. Determine if there are special areas that need to be highlighted.

2. Develop a plan to follow to gain specific and general knowledge.

3. Identify your available resources.

4. Prioritize the items that are most urgent and schedule time to address them.
Regulations

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

We Can Help

What's New

Occupational Safety & Health Administration

We Can Help

What's New

Highlights

I worked construction for 10 years before my fall. It shattered my body and my livelihood.

Work safely. Use the right equipment.

Preventing Falls in Construction

Preventing Heat Illness in Outdoor Workers

June 7, 2012

OSHA and NIOSH Launch New Campaign to Prevent Falls in Construction

News Release

OSHA and State Plan Offices

Select a State

Find OSHA and State Plan Offices

Top Links

See press release and Web site on formaldehyde exposure in salons

About OSHA

Assistant Secretary's Page

Complaints

Injury and Illness Prevention Programs

About OSHA

Assistant Secretary's Page

Complaints

Injury and Illness Prevention Programs

OSHA Advisory Committees

OSHA QuickTakes Newsletter

Worker Fatalities

4/6/2012 NV - Worker making repairs underneath an elevated diamond saw table unit was crushed when the table top fell on him.

4,690 workers died on the job in 2010*

OSHA's Weekly Fatality Reports - through April 21, 2012

With every one of these fatalities, the lives of a worker’s family members were shattered and forever changed. We can’t forget that fact.
Forum IV – Better Together
Learn more >

What’s New

Health and Safety Comes to the Classroom
Health and Safety Teaching Tools - now available online.

CCOHS Leader Recognised for Unique Contributions and Leadership Excellence
Dr. P.K. Abeytunga is being awarded the 2012 APEX Award for Career Contribution, after 32 years of service to the federal government.

Worker Fatigue
Podcast explains how fatigue affects worker safety and offers tips on minimizing the effects.

Key Topics

- Chemicals & Product Safety
- Ergonomics & MSDs
- Healthy Workplaces
- Legislation & Regulatory Compliance
- Workplace Violence
- OH&S Programs and Management Systems
- Young Workers

Courses/e-Learning
- 75+ online courses
AIHce 2012 Virtual Tech Sessions

Can't make it to Indianapolis? Virtual tech sessions allow you to virtually attend some of the most fascinating and thought-provoking technical sessions at AIHce 2012 from the convenience of your home or office. By attending online, you will join presenters and live attendees to get the AIHce experience.

Early registration pricing ends June 11. Registration closes Friday, June 15. Register online today.

Education Spotlight
AIHce 2012 Virtual Tech Sessions
AIHce on Demand
AIHce 2012 - Indianapolis, IN
Comprehensive Industrial Hygiene Review Road Course
AIHce 2012 PDCs

Your Steps to Success . . .
- Interactive software
- Detailed explorations
- Measure and monitor your progress
- Study by topic or keyword searches

Certification Training Programs
- CIH
- CSP
- CHMM
- Safety in Numbers Book
- and more

Synergist Podcast
Ed Stuber of Galson Laboratories discusses

AIHA News and Views
Starting June 6, a new benefit will be available to

MU and Traceability Webinar
AIHA-LAP, LLC will host the Estimation of Uncertainty of

SHOP AIHA

WHAT'S AN IH?

FIND AN IH

NEWSROOM

JOBS

AIHA LAB ACCREDITATION PROGRAMS, LLC
Productivity declines 0.9% in first quarter 2012; unit labor costs rise 1.3%

Productivity declined 0.9 percent in the nonfarm business sector in the first quarter 2012; unit labor costs rose 1.3 percent (seasonally adjusted annual rates). In manufacturing, productivity grew 5.2 percent and unit labor costs fell 4.9 percent.

May payroll employment changes little (+69,000); jobless rate essentially unchanged (8.2%)

Nonfarm payroll employment changed little in May (+69,000), and the unemployment rate was essentially unchanged at 8.2 percent. Employment increased in health care, transportation and warehousing, and wholesale trade but declined in construction.

05/31/2012 Productivity rose in 69% of detailed service-providing and mining industries in 2010
05/30/2012 April jobless rates down over the year in 342 of 372 metro areas; payroll jobs up in 246
05/24/2012 Unemployment rate for the foreign born declined to 9.1% in 2011
05/22/2012 In April, 1,389 mass layoff actions affected 135,600 workers
05/18/2012 Jobless rate down in 37 states, up in 5 in April; payroll jobs up in 32 states, down in 18

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION »

LATEST PRODUCTS

LATEST PRODUCTS FROM THE REGIONAL OFFICES:

New England:
Boston area natural gas prices were 30.6% higher than the nation in April 2012

New York-New Jersey:
The New York area CPI rose 0.2% in April, up 2.4% over year

Midwest:
Chicago area consumer prices were unchanged in April and were up 1.7% over the year

Southwest:
Study of Texas 2011 annual average measures of labor force underutilization now available

MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW

Older men pushed into retirement in the 1970s and 1980s by the baby boomers?
Older workers and short-term jobs: Measuring annual change in household wealth, and Multiple jobholding.

LATEST NUMBERS

Consumer Price Index (CPI): unchanged in Apr 2012
Unemployment Rate: 8.2% in May 2012
Payroll Employment: +69,000(0) in May 2012
Average Hourly Earnings: +$0.02(0) in May 2012

Archives »

read more »
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Wise Owl Eye Safety Recognition Program

What is the Wise Owl Program?

Each day, more than 2,000 workers suffer serious eye injuries, many of which are serious. Prevent Blindness America's Wise Owl Program is a safety education program designed to promote the widespread use of approved protective eyewear that meets ANSI Z87 industrial or ASTM sports standards. The program is ideal for industry and schools.

Prevent Blindness America has been at the forefront of workplace and industrial eye safety for over 50 years. In the history of the Wise Owl program, over 65,000 individuals have been recognized for having saved their sight by wearing approved protective eyewear. We want you to be a part of this exciting challenge.

Benefits of membership in the Wise Owl program include:

- Chapter Membership Certificate.
- Complimentary subscription to Prevent Blindness America News.
- Samples of Prevent Blindness America’s eye health and safety brochures.
- Reproducible fact sheets and a quiz on workplace eye safety.
- A 10% Chapter and Member discount on Prevent Blindness America’s eye health and safety educational brochures and videos.
- Individual membership application forms to enroll employees whose eyes were saved from injury by wearing appropriate protective eyewear.
- Eligibility for active Wise Owl Chapters to be nationally recognized for their outstanding commitment to eye safety at the 2006 Prevent Blindness America Annual Dinner and Awards Ceremony.
- Recognition of your Wise Owl Chapter membership on our national website.

http://130.94.235.115/safety/wise_owl.html
Welcome to the ANSI Standards Store.

On the Standards store, you can obtain U.S. and international standards...

- **Search** for standards from over 180 standards publishers by keyword or document number
- **Purchase** standards online with a major credit card (Visa, MC or Amex), or deposit account
- **Download** standards immediately or obtain a multi user ANSI Site License.
- **Compare** various ways that you can obtain the standards you need.

The American National Standards Institute has compiled a list of standards that improve productivity, increase efficiency and reduce cost.

- ISO 9000 Quality Management Collection 1
- ISO 9000 Quality Management Collection 2
- ISO 14000 Environmental Management Collection 1
- ISO 14000 Environmental Management Collection 2
- AWS A5.9:2001 - Economics of Welding and Cutting
- ISO/IEC 27001 and 27002 IT Security Techniques Package
- ISO 26000 - Supply Chain Security Management Systems Package
- ISO 10005 / 10006 / 10007 - Quality Management Systems Package
- ISO 10014:2006 - Guidelines for realizing financial and economic benefits
Giant Steps
Updates to key fire service standards

VIDEO: WHAT'S NEXT FOR NFPA 1500 AND 1582

HIGHLIGHTS

List of NFPA codes and standards
NFPA introduces new pricing structure for on-the-go code consumers
Read our codes & standards newsletter
New Fire Adaptive Communities website helps prepare for wildfire risk
Watch live broadcast of NFPA Conference & Expo on June 11
See new mobile app, digital version of NFPA Journal®
NFPA launches program to help fire departments fund fire safety education
NFPA’s blog is updated several times a day, bringing you the latest news and headlines

QUICK LINKS
Code professionals
Fire service
Families and educators
Media
Blogs
Jobs at NFPA
Buyers' Guide
Top Safety Websites

- American Board of Industrial Hygiene – [http://www.abih.org](http://www.abih.org)
- Oklahoma State University Online Training Modules – [http://www.ehs.okstate.edu/modules/index.htm](http://www.ehs.okstate.edu/modules/index.htm)
Interpersonal Skills

Earn people’s trust

Be an active listener

Practice open honest communications

Provide timely information

Show that you care

Walk – the - talk
A few watch outs!

Don’t send conflicting messages
Hands-on Tools
Pictures
Believe it or not, these guys are all the same height.
Fill your tool box